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Memorable Texts
“Memorable Texts” is an opportunity for you to share a book that you have read with the class.
By providing your peers with information on a book you enjoyed they may be encouraged to
read it. This is an opportunity to get others excited about reading and to share your enjoyment of
a text with others.

Each Memorble text that you present you will bring a copy of the book to show the class. You
will need to tell the class the title of the book and the author’s name. Then, you will tell a bit
about the characters and story – just enought to get others intrigued, but not enought to give
the story away! Next, you can explain why you liked the book, and finally, you will read a
short passage from the book (no more than a page) that you think will give your Classmates a
“taste” of the story and make them want to read more.

After each Memorable Text, students will have the chance to ask the presenter questions, if they
wish. The entire presentation, including answers to question, approximately 5 minutes.

***Please note there is no class time allowed to prepare for your Memorable Text.

ELA 10 Outcomes:
-

1.2.2 Express preserences & expand interests

-

2.1.1 Discern & analayze context

-

2.1.2 Understand & Interpret contnet

-

2.3.1 Connect Self, Text, culutre & Milleu
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Name___________________________Date_______________________
MEMORABLE TEXT
Remember to bring a copy of the book with you.
Title of Book:_________________________________________________________________
Author’s Name:_______________________________________________________________
Introduce main character and present a short summary of story:

Explain why you liked the book or what you thought of it:

Choose a short passage from the book to read to the class:
I will read from page____________.
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